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When someone in Banning Junction sets out to ruin the annual Halloween party by burning
creepy patterns in the fields, Scooby-Doo and the gang must solve the case to save the
celebration.
A nostalgic and subversive trip rife with sly nods to H. P. Lovecraft and pop culture, in the vein
of It and Stranger Things A nostalgic celebration of horror, friendship and many-tentacled,
interdimensional demon spawn. In 1977 the Blyton Summer Detective Club unmasked the
elusive Sleepy Lake monster—another low-life fortune hunter who would have gotten away with
it too, if it weren’t for those meddling kids. By 1990 the former detectives are haunted by
strange, half-remembered events that cannot be explained by a guy in a mask. Andy, the onceintrepid tomboy now wanted in two states, wants answers. To find them she will need Kerri, the
former kid genius now drinking her ghosts away in New York with Tim, an excitable
Weimaraner descended from the original canine member of the club. They will also have to get
Nate, the horror nerd currently residing in an asylum. Luckily Nate has not lost contact with
Peter, the handsome jock turned movie star who was once their leader... which is remarkable,
considering Peter has been dead for years. The time has come to get the team back together
and find out what actually happened all those years ago. It’s their only chance to end the
nightmares and, perhaps, save the world.
When Scooby and Shaggy are asked to be guest judges at an extreme skateboarding
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competition, they find themselves in the middle of a mystery after the main player from the
Tubular Team is kidnapped by a spooky skateboarder.
When Scooby-Doo and the gang attend a rock concert, the band's lead singer vanishes in a
puff of smoke and is replaced by a zombie, so the gang must capture the zombie and find the
real singer. Spotlight editions are printed on high-quality paper and with reinforced library
bindings specifically printed for the library market. Grades PreK-4.
The Phantom of the Opera is the most famous work of French author Gaston Leroux. First
published in French as a serial in 1909, the story revolves around the young, Swedish
Christine Daaé. Her father, a famous musician, dies, and she is raised in the Paris Opera
House with his dying promise of a protective angel of music to guide her. After a time at the
opera house, she begins hearing a voice, who eventually teaches her how to sing beautifully.
All goes well until Christine's childhood friend Raoul comes to visit his parents, who are patrons
of the opera, and he sees Christine when she begins singing successfully on the stage. The
voice, who is the deformed, murderous 'ghost' of the opera house named Erik, however, grows
violent in his terrible jealousy, until Christine suddenly disappears. The phantom is in love, but
it can only spell disaster. Part horror story, part historical romance, and part detective thriller,
the timeless tale of a masked, disfigured musical genius who lives beneath the Paris Opera
House is familiar to millions of readers, as well as to movie and theater-goers. At the heart of
the story's long-standing popularity lies its questioning of a universal theme: the relationship
between outward appearance and the beauty or darkness of the human soul. Despite finding
little success in print after its 1911 publication, interest in and acclaim for Gaston Leroux’s
‘The Phantom of the Opera’ intensified as a result of numerous film and stage adaptations,
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most notably Andrew Lloyd Webber’s 1986 stage adaptation.
When Scooby and the gang dress up for a night out at the Palace Theater, they expect to meet
stars--but not a phantom! They need to solve mystery quickly, or the show may close before it
opens.
Scooby-Doo and his friends investigate when the ghost of a Revolutionary War general spoils
their visit to the county fair.

Une bande dessinée en anglais avec la traduction des mots difficiles en marge et
des pages de jeux pour tester ses connaissances.
When Scooby-Doo and Shaggy meet Crystal and her dog Amber, they fall head
over heels in love, and they rely on their new love interests to help them track
down the alien invaders.
While working as camp counselors at Craggy Mountain, Shaggy and the gang
are needed to solve a frightening mystery involving a campfire legend come to
life.
Scooby-Doo and the Chocolate PhantomGraphic Planet
Mystery Inc. investigates missing college students with a virus that makes them
act like zombies and a monster that attacks a Cajun restaurant, and Velma
explains about the yama-uba, a Japanese demon, and the mythical griffin.
3 . . . 2 . . . 1 . . . BLAST OFF! The Mystery Inc. gang is headed to the Air and
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Space Museum when they run into a foggy phantom. Can Scooby-Doo and
friends crack the case of the Spooky Space Kook and save the museum? Follow
Scooby and the gang to find out in this early chapter book.
When Scooby-Doo and his friends visit Phantom Gulch, a Wild West theme park,
they discover it is closing because the staff and customers are being chased out
of town by a spooky cowboy riding a haunted buffalo.
Scooby and his pals brave monsters and spirits on their way to solving two mysteries.
Scooby and the gang have a mystery to solve, and readers can help by coloring this
craft project in a retro/flower-power style. By using the fabric pen and retro stencils,
readers can give their clothes some groovy Scooby style. Illustrations. Consumable.
LOOKS LIKE THERE'S A MYSTERY TO SOLVE! The gang is having fun at the country
fair. Shaggy and Scooby get in the spirit by judging baking contests and chili cook-offs.
Until a Revolutionary War ghost shows up and scares the appetite out of them. Zoinks!
It's Scooby against the Phantom in a pie-eating showdown!
Scooby and the gang are having a wonderful time at Pop's Big Top Carnival until the
mysterious Carnival Creeper shows up.
After the Mystery Machine gets into a fender bender while chasing a phantom race car,
the gang winds up in traffic school while their van is in the shop-only to come face-toface with a mummy that is trying to scare this class into cancellation! Can the gang
solve both mysteries before they are wrecked for good?
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Unmask the world of Scooby-Doo with the official character encyclopedia! This
illustrated encyclopedia features in-depth profiles, stats, and history of Scooby-Doo and
the Mystery Inc. Gang. From detailed diagrams of the Mystery Machine to laugh-outloud jokes to profiles of - ZOINKS! - more than 200 monsters and villains, THE
SCOOBY-DOO ENCYCLOPEDIA is sure to please Scooby fans of all ages, from
meddling kids to adults.
The members of Mystery, Inc., are appearing on a talk show when the phantom that
haunts the theater sends lights crashing down on the host, and they come to the rescue
when the hosts of an auto repair radio show get sabotaged.
Scooby-Doo! and the Weird Water Park -- Scooby-Doo! in Jungle Jeopardy --Scooby-Doo! and
the Opera Ogre -- Scooby-doo! and the Phantom Cowboy -- Scooby-Doo! and the Ghastly
Giant -- Scooby-Doo! and the Tiki's Curse.
Scooby-Doo and his companions travel to Big Pine Ski Lodge for a fun-filled ski weekend, but
they soon discover that the resort is threatened by rumors of a snow monster terrorizing the
slopes. Original.
Hoping to take a break from detective work, Scooby and the gang visit a local carnival, but a
series of strange and spooky occurrences land everyone in the middle of another Scooby-Doo
mystery.
Scooby-Doo is one of the world's best-known and most loved cartoon pups. It's an all-new
mystery starring Scooby and the kids from Mystery, Inc! Who will they unmask next? Based on
the latest in the bestselling line of Scooby-Doo DVDs!
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Join Scooby-Doo and the gang as they investigate exciting mysteries! In THE CREEPY CHEF,
Shaggy and Scooby sign up to judge a cooking contest, but there's trouble brewing! Someone
is sabotaging the food and it's up to the Mystery Inc. gang to solve the mystery before the
contest is spoiled.
Something fishy's going down in Coolsville... When Velma wins first place at the science fair,
she and the Mystery Inc. gang get a special after-hours tour of the Coolsville Aquarium and a
sneak peek at the new exhibit - the super-rare Rainbow Flounder! Everything is going
swimmingly until - yikes! - a Fishy Phantom shows up! Can Scooby and the gang solve this
mystery before they're all wet?
The members of Mystery, Inc., join an expedition to salvage a sunken ship loaded with
Confederate gold and visit a haunted Egyptian pyramid.

When their friend Eric makes a video game based on their adventures, ScoobyDoo and his friends are swept into it, where they must avoid the Phantom Virus,
get to the tenth level, and face versions of themselves to return to reality.
When Velma and the gang get a sneak peek of the rare Rainbow Flounder during
an after-hours tour at the Coolsville Aquarium, a Fishy Phantom shows up and
steals the exhibit.
When a monster scares everyone away from the set during a television shoot,
the producer calls Mystery, Inc.; Velma introduces La Velue, a French monster;
and the crew investigate reports of mokele-mbembe in the Congo.
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A scary phantom is destroying all of the sculptures in the Chocolate Art Show.
Can Mystery, Inc. solve this sticky situation?
Velma asks young readers to help Scooby-Doo and the gang determine who
used a marionette to steal a valuable diamond necklace by reviewing her notes,
examining the crime scene pictures, and solving puzzles to find clues and
suspects.
Scooby-Doo et son club visitent le salon de l'art en chocolat où un fantôme est
en train de détruire les expositions et de ruiner le concours. Est ce que les
membres du Mysteri Inc révéleront qui est derrière le monstre en chocolat? Envie
de lire Scooby-doo en anglais ? C’est possible avec Harrap’s ! Découvre une
passionnante BD en VO, avec des traductions en marges pour t’aider dans ta
lecture ! + 20 jeux rigolos en anglais
"Zoinks! Three frightening phantoms are haunting the Pyramids of Giza! It's up to
Scooby-Doo and Mystery Inc. to solve the case. Readers join the gang as they
explore the pyramids, learn about Giza's ancient people, and use the clues to
wrap up this mystery!"--Provided by publisher.
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